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Synergy Force MORIWAKI Club
Shelina and Avalon passes through qualifying.
A hard chase will await for tomorrowʼs race.
A bright sun shine welcomes Suzuka from a gusty rain the day before. After a short free practice session, qualifying
session for 2nd rider was about to start.
The bike was completely fixed from the crash the day before. From Synergy Force MORIWAKI Club, Shelina went out to
the track first to check the feel of the bike and instantly closes the time to her best lap time. On the other hand Avalon
was also having a consistent run on her first session in dry condition. Last minute adjustments were made to the bike
and on 1:05 PM the qualifying session for 2nd rider had started. Shelina went out on the track in this 20 minute session
however, a red flag interrupted in the early session. 14 minutes to go, the session restarted and puts a lap time of
2.28.536 on the board.
Melissaʼs substitute, 1st rider, Avalon started her qualifying at 5:36 PM in the afternoon. She lapped consistently in the
2.25 seconds area and had her best time of 2.25.094 and ends her qualifying session. The qualifying format for Suzuka 4
Hours Race is set with the time added together from the 2 riders. Therefore the time will be 4.53.630 putting them in 51st
qualifying position meaning it will be a hard chase race for tomorrow.
The team will be as one to challenge this event at one of the trickiest courses in the world, the Suzuka Circuit.
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Comments from the Rider

Sheina Moreda

(USA)

“So, the four laps I got the morning for Free Practice was a hard one with a terrible traffic
and I really didnʼt get to do much at all. But it was good that I did get some time on the
bike, especially in the qualifying session in which I was able to feel the changes that
Avalon had made and I was able to feel what those changes became. Itʼs awesome to
working with Avalon because we try to balance everything together and we are able to
come to agreements with a good understanding between each other. I really enjoy
working with Avalon.
I am happy with my lap times today because it was consistent and I was up to my race
times of last year though I did not quite hit the fastest. Avalon is going really fast in a
short amount of time and I am happy to see that because it feels like we are very
supportive with each other as team mates and its cool that we are able to be that way

Avalon Biddle

(NZ)

“I am definitely happy with the qualifying. The qualifying position is important of
course but I think itʼs more important that we can ride a stead race and make it to the
finish. It is my first endurance race but I am really looking forward for tomorrow, and I
will stick to what the team wants to make sure I do it right.

I think Shelina is doing a great too and together I think we are making a good team and
we are getting there to achieving what we want to achieve to impress everyone who
are supporting this project.”

